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Abstract 

This paper introduces a hybrid evolutionary hill- 
climbing algorithm that quickly solves (!onstraint, Sat- 
isfaction Problems (CSPs). This hybrid uses oppor- 
tunistic arc and path revision in an interleaved fash- 
ion to reduce the size of the search space and to real- 
ize when to quit if a CSP is based on an inconsistent, 
constraint network. This hybrid out,performs a well 
known hill-climbing algorithm, the Iterat,ive Descent. 
Method, on a test suit,e of 750 randomly generated 
(3Ps. 

Introduction 
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are powerful, robust, 

search procedures that are capable of finding opti- 
mal or near optimal solutions to search and optinliza- 
tion problems very quickly. Over the years, many re- 
searchers have applied EAs successfully to a variet.y 
of areas such as machine learning, neural n&works, 
and scheduling (Michalewicz 1992). One of the more 
rapidly growing areas in which EAs are being succcss- 
fully applied is Constraint Processing (( jrawford 1992, 
Dozier,Bowen Pr Bahler 1994a, Eiben, Raue Er Rutt’kay 
1994, Homaifar 1992). 

This pa.per introduces a new hybrid evolutionary 
hill-climbing algorithm that uses information collected 
during its search opportunistically to reduce the size of 
the search space and to remove tuplcs from constraints 
by applying the concepts of Arc and Pat811 Revision 
(Mackworth 1977). In addition to improving the effi- 
ciency of subsequent? evolutionary hill-climbing search, 
using opportunistic arc and path revision also has t,he 
effect that eventually the EA recognizes iShat, a (.3P is 
based on a net3work which admits no consistSentS assign- 
ment because the network is inconsist,ent, (Mackwort.11 
1977). 

The outline of this paper is as follows. In t,he ntlxt, 
section, we provide a-n overview of Const,raiut. Process- 
ing. Then we briefly introduce tile concep& of Arc RE‘- 
vision and Path Revision. Our new algorit~hm. called 
AGSAP, is built. t >y a.clcling t,hc concept, of Pa.th Re- 
vision to an earlier EA. This earlier algorit,hm, which 
was called AGSA (Bowen & Dozier 1995), was. in turn. 
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builtj by adding some concepts from hill-climbing and 
opport.unist,ic Arc Revision to the basic not,ion of cvo- 
lutionary sewrch. Thus, t,o set, t,he scene for prescnt,illg 
A(:SAP. we review t,he salient hill-climbing concepts 
allrl briefly present t,lle earlier algorit,hnl. A(:SA. Next, 
we present, t,hc 11ew algorit~li~ii iI1 detail atid tlcwrilw 

our t,est, suite of 750 rant-lolnly gcuerat ed const,raint 
net.works. We used this t.est, suite to colllparp a wcll- 
known hill-climbing algorithnl, IDM (Morris 1993). 
with A(:SA and wit.h the new A(:SAP algorithlu. Fi- 
ually, WC clisciiss our results. concllisioiis and our oii- 

goilig rescarcli. 

An Overview of Constraint Processing 
A const,raint, nt$work (Bowen, Lai & Bahler 1992) is a 
triple (D, -Y, C’) where D is a riori-errlI)ty, firiite triple of 
q clomairls;, S is a 1,iiple of q (list irlct ot,.jcct.s. each S, of 

which takes it,s value front t,he corresponding clortlain 
Di. and C’ is a nou-enlpt,y, finite set, of I’ constSraint s. 
C’l(T,). . . ..C’,.(T,.). with the following ctiaract,erist its: 

1. (‘A (Tk) restricts the values t.hat may be assu11lec1 by 
the ilk members of Tk, a Sllb-t uplc of .x of t hc forJn 
(-vk.,, . . . . -h.q.); 

2. C’k(.yk,l, . . . . &+. ) iS a SUbSf’t. of Dk,, X . . . X Dk,nk. 

This definition admits t,he possibility t,hat. domains 
and const,raints may be either finit.c or infinit.c sets and 
may be specifiecl cit,lier ext,ensiorially or irit,ensiorially. 
The overall network comt,it IIt es an int,erlsiorlal spm.-ifi- 
cat,ion of a q-ary relat,ion. a subset, of D1 x . . . x D, : in 
what, follows we clenotSe t,his rclatIion as no x (‘. 

We can define three forms of (-‘om3t,raint. $aiisfact,ion 
Problem (( 3P) based on const,raint networks: 

1. The Decision C‘SP: Given a network (D, .Y’, C’). decide 
whet.her II D,x.~-~ is non-empty. 

‘,‘. The Exemplification C’SP: Given a network (D, S. C’), 
return seine tiiple from Iip..~.~-, if II~..x.~~ is non-empty; 
return nil otherwise 

3. The Enunlcratioll (31’: (liven a uetwork (11. ,Y. c”), rc- 
turn Ilr3..~.(.. 
The r& of t,his paper will focus on Ex~~rnptificat,ioil 

( ‘SPs whose rlet,works cont,aill o111y hillary corlst,rairltSs. 
A binary coast raint C ‘k ( S k.1, Sk,?) restricts t,he valltcs 
t,hat* can I,c assigned t#o Sk.1 and Sk,?. Tlic Tight- 
1~3s of C’k( Sk,l, 51;,_3) is t#lie rat.io of t.he ilurnbcr of 
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tuples disallowed by the constraint C,( SI,,~, Sk,2) to 
t,he number of tuples in Dk,l x Dk,:!. The Average 
Tightness of a binary constraint net,work is the sum 

of t,he tight#ness of each constraint divided by t,he 11u1n- 

ber of constraints in the network (Benson Sr Freuder 
1992). 

The Density of a constraint8 network is t#he ratio of 
t,he number of constraints in t,he net)work 
tal number of con&rain& possible (Benson 
1992). The maximum number of const8raints possible 
in a binary const,raint, network cont8aining q object’s is 
(q2 -q)/2; if the network has T constraints, t,he densit(y 
is 2r/(q2 - q). 

Arc Revision 
A binary constraint network can be viewed as a graph 
with the objects trea.ted as nodes. A constraint 
C.> (,4, B) between two objects A and B can be regarded 

as two directled arcs, .4-B and B:4. A value in t,he do- 
main of the object B at, t#he head of an arc ‘48 is said 
t,o supporf through the arc a value in t,lie domain of 
the object A at, the tail if the directed pair containing 
t,hese values is present, in t,he relation corresponding t(o 
the arc. 

Arc revision (Mackworth 1977) is a method of con- 

st(raint pro cessing which removes from the domain of 
t,l1e ohject~ at, t.he t,ail of an arc any value which is not 
supportned through t,he arc by at, least one value iu t,he 
clomain of t,he objcc? at’ t#he head of t’he arc. Arc re- 
vision is an import,ant const,raint, processing tJrchnique 
because, by reducing t.he domains of object,s in a ( %P, 
it, reduces the size of t,he search space. Tt can also detect, 
when some n&works admit, no consist8ent, assignment,, 
which happens when arc revision leads t,o t,he relnoval 
of all members from some object’s domain. When this 
occurs, the constraint 
&tent. 

netswork is said to be arc incon- 

Path Revision 
Consider a network containing three objects, F, (,’ alld 
ff, with domains DF = {fl, f2, .fs}, DC; = (~1, g2, g3) 
and DH = {hl, hz. hz3}. respectively. Suppose t,hat 

Guw) = Uf1m)7 (f242)Y (h93)) 

cn(~~ w = { (fl. h), (f2, /)2), (f3. h)} 

G G W = { (gt 9 h2), (sa, h), (g3, h)} 
Arc revision cannot remove any value from any domain 
in t’his situation. Not,e, however, t,hat,, alt,hough (,f, , CJ~) 
E Cl ( F, CT) , t, h ere is no value h E DH such that, (fl, /I,) 
E (‘m(F, H) A (sl, 1)) E C’,(G, H). Simila.rly, alt8hough 
(h 7 92) E G( F, G), t’l lere is no value h E DH such t,hat, 
(f2, h) E Cy7,(F, H) A (92, h.) E C,(G, H). Thus, the 
intent of the net,work would not be altered by removing 
the pairs (,f,, ~1) and (fz, g2) frown C’l(F, C:). Modify- 
ing a constraint relat,ion in t,his fashion is the basic op- 
eration of path revision used in the path consist,ency 
algorithms (Mackworth 1977). Pat,11 consistency al- 
gorithms, which must use the path revision operation 

many times, are computationally expensive but we can 
reduce the search space in a less expensive manner if 
we use the pat811 revision operation sparingly and inter- 
leave its app1icat8ion witAh opportCunistsic applications of 
arc revision ( Bowen, Lai & Bahler 1992). For exam- 
pie, in the above example, t,lie operation of replacing 
C ‘I( F, C:) by C ‘((F, G) = { (f:~, g3)) can be followed by 
app1ica.t ions of arc revision which lead to replacing DF, 
DC.; and DH by D b = { f3) 3 DC; = (~3) and Dh = 
{ h3}, respect)ively. 

The Min ( !onflicts Hill ( ‘limbing algorithm (M(IH( !) 
( Mint80n, 1992) and t#he Tt’crative Descent, Method 
(TDM) (Morris 1993) are t,wo algorit8hms which are very 
effectrive in solving exemplification (.ISPs. Both of these 
algorithms use a heuristic which guides the search pro- 
cess. This heuristic causes the hillclimbing algorithm 
to reassign values only to object,s t8hatJ are involved in 
const8raintf violations (( :V). 

Since both of t#hese algorithms are hill-climbers, t,hey 
t#end to get, t,rapped at, local optlima. MCIIIC: cannot, 
escape local optima; however, IDM does so by using a 
list of breakouts. A breakout, has t#wo parts. The first, 
part, is a ‘L-t(uplc, known as a nogood, t,hat, violates a. 
const8raintC. The second part of a breakout is its weight. 

When t,rapped at a local optimum, IDM invokes a 
Breakout, AlgoritJhm. This creates a brea,kout for each 
nogood of the equilibrium point’ representing t)he local 
opt,inlum t,hat, has never appeared in any previously 
discovered equilibrium point,; the weight of each newly 
creat.ed breakout. is assigned a value of one. The Break- 
out, Algorithm increments by one the weights of any 
nogoods in the local opt,imum that, appeared in previ- 
ously discovered local opt,ima. 

A breakout is said to be violat#ed by a candidat,e 
solution (C’S) if it,s nogood is present as a sub-tuple 
within the ( 3. (‘Ss are evaluated based on t,he number 
of (‘Vs they cause plus the sum of the weights of the 
breakout,s they violate. 

Evolutionary Algorithms 
Evolutionary Algorit,hms (EAs) are search procedures 
based on nat,ura,l selectsion ((Goldberg 1989). [Inlike 
Illost search algorit,hlns, which operate on a single can- 
(Iiclat,e solution (( ‘S), EAs operat#e on a populat8iou of 
individuals where each individual represents a (-3. 

Aft,er a.n initial population of randomly generated 
individuals has been produced, each individual in the 
populat,ion is assigned a fit,ness by an evaluation func- 
tion. Individuals wit#hin the populat’ion are selected 
t,o be parent#s based on their fitness. The parents cre- 
ate offspring (which are also individuals t,hat represent, 
(Ss) by either mutating themselves slightly (asexual 
procreat,ion), mat,ing wit,h other parents (sexual pro- 
creation) or hot#h. The offspring are then evalua.ted 
t,o determine t,heir fitness and are added to the pop- 
ulation, usually replacing lesser fit individuals in or- 
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der to keep the population size constant. This process 
of selecting parents and allowing them to procreate 
based on their fitness is continued until an individual 
representing an optimal or near optimal C3 has been 
evolved. 

Solving CSPs Using Hybrid EAs 
The results which we report in this paper stem from 
a. research program directed at developing hybrid al- 
gorithms for solving CZPs that combine the a.dvan- 
tages of evolutionary search with appropriate concepts 
from other constraint processing techniques. Before 
developing the algorithm which we report in this pa- 
per, a series of algorithms had been developed, (Dozier, 
Bowen Rr Bahler 1994a, Dozier, Bowen & Bahler 1994b, 
Dozier, Bowen Pr Bahler 1995), by combining evolu- 
tionary search with some techniques from the above 
hill-climbing algorithms. These earlier hybrids used a 
heuristic to guide their primary evolutionary operator, 
singlepoint mutation; this heuristic is similar t,o that, 
mentioned above as being used by MC!HC! and IDM. In 

addition, they cvolvecl a small population of six indi- 
viduals and were able to escape from local optima. be- 
cause they used a Breakout Management8 Mechanism 
similar to IDM’s Breakout Algorithm. 

When applied to a test suite of 750 randomly gen- 
erated exemplification C!SPs, these earlier hybrids 011~ 
performed pure evolutionary search, in tha.t, they found 
solutions with less effort - our measure of work is t#he 
number of candidate solutions evaluated. Also. on all 
but the easiest problems t,hey outperformed the IDM 
hill-climber (we did not compare them wit,h M(.IH(’ 
since MC:HC cannot escape local optlima.) a.nd as the 
problems got! harder the extent to which the hybrid 
EAs outperformed IDM became more pronounced. 
Furthermore, even in those problems where IDM per- 
formed fewer evaluations, IDM’s better performance 
was only of statistical, rather than practical, signifi- 
cance; this is because these were easy problems where 
none of the algorithms needed many evaluations, 

One of these earlier a.lgorithms, named AGS (A Ge- 
netic/Systematic search hybrid), recognized family re- 
lationships between candidate solutions and used this 
recognition to reduce the likelihood of a candida.te solu- 
t,ion being evaluated more than once, by maintaining 
a data structure called a Family Table to record in- 
formation about the evolution history of families that, 
were present in the population at any time; t#he table 
never grew large since a family’s entry in it was dis- 
carded when the last member of the family present, in 
the population was removed to provide niche space for 
new arrivals. 

The possibility of interleaving evolutionary search 
with opportunistic consistency processing was discov- 
ered when it, was observed that, AGS, while doing its 
evolutionary search, collects information which can be 
used in an opportunistic fashion to simplify the CSP at 
hand by pruning from object domains members which 

were not supported by neighbouring objects. With this 
insight, AGSA was developed (Bowen & Dozier 1995) 
(A Genetic/Syst,ematic Arc revising hybrid). AGSA 
was very effective in reducing search space size and de- 
t8ecting when some C:SPs had no solution. Our new 
algorithm, A(:SAP (A Genetic/Systematic Arc and 
Path revising hybrid), was prompted by t’he realiza.- 
t’ion that, if we slightly modified the Family Table used 
by AGSA, the resultant information could be used to 
perform path revision opport8unistically and tha.t path 
revisions could be interleaved with arc revisions. 

In ACSAP, a C3 is represented as a. chromosome in 
which there is one gene for each object of the COII- 

st#raint# network. Associated wit)h each chromosome is 
a. marker called a pivot, which tells the heuristic-based 
mut,ation operator which gene to mutate. (A full dis- 
cussion of t,his representation is beyond t,he scope of 
this paper. For further det#ail see (Dozier, Bowen Pr 
Bahler 1994a). ) 

The evalua.tion function determines the objective fit,- 
ness of a (23 by subtracting the weights of all breakouts 
violated by the c-3 from the number of constraints sat- 
isfied by the (3. 

The population of ClSs a.re ra.nked by objectjive fit- 
ness frotn 1 to P, where P is the population size. When 
select,ing ( %s from t,he population t,o serve as pa.rents, 
A(:SAP uses linear rank select8ion ((Goldberg 1989), t,he 
subjective fitness .~.f of a (.‘S whose ra.nk wit,hin the 
population is p being det,ermined by .Y.~(P) = P - p+ 1. 

Families: The concepts of family is not new t#o EAs. 
Researchers have used various mechanisms based on 

relat,edness ((Goldberg 1989) to reduce the number of 
cluplicat,es wit8hin a populatlion, t’o allow convergence 
upon mult,iple opt#ima and to promote diversity for 
crossover. A family in AGSAP can be defined as a col- 
lection of unique individuals which all have the sa.me 
pivot and which differ only in t8hatN t,hey have different 
va.lues for the pivot) gene. 

The family concept is implemented by using a Fam- 
ily Table (FT) to keep a record of each family repre- 
sentecl in the populatJion. The FT is a data st(ructure 
coht,aining an ent<ry for each family t$hat has at least 
one member in the population. The informa.tion about, 
1 I family stored in the-FT includes: 

a. pointer to the family’s pivot, gene; 
the set, of va.lues in the domain of the farnily’s pivot 
gene that have not yet been assigned to that, gene; 
the number of family members in the current popu- 
lation: 
a boolean matrix, called the compatibility matrix, 
which contains a boo1ea.n compatibility vector for 
each of t’he ((I - 1) non-pivot, genes; each such vector 
has a boolean entry for each value in the domain of 
the pivot gene. 
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A family’s entry is removed from the FT whenever the 
number of its members in the population falls to zero. 

The subset of the search space which is intensionally 
defined by an order-(q - 1) schema is the family defined 
by the schema. The size of this family is the cardinal- 
ity of the domain for the family’s pivot gene. When a 
parent in the population creates an offspring by single- 
point mutation, the parent (which must belong to some 
family having an entry in the FT) randomly selects for 
the pivot gene a value from the set which is indicated 
by the FT entry as not having yet been used by any 
other member of the family to create an offspring and 
then removes this value from the set in the entry; this 
prevents, during any continuous representation of the 
family within the population, the redundant repeated 
evaluation of any family member. 

It may happen that not all members of a family enter 
the population. However, if all members of the fam- 
ily have entered the population during one continuous 
representation of the family within the population, this 
may, depending on the extent to which the values of the 
pivot gene are incompatible with the values assigned 
to the other genes, either (a) enable the domains of 
some of these other genes to be pruned of their current 
assignment or (b) enable some of the constraint rela- 
tions between pairs of these other genes to be pruned 
of those 2-tuples that correspond to the current assign- 
ment of the genes. The requisite information will have 
been collected, while the various values of the pivot 
gene were generated during mutation, in the family’s 
compatibility matrix. 

Arc Revision in AGSAP: AGSAP performs arc 
revision in the following way. The compatibility ma- 
trix of a family contains one compatibility vector asso- 
ciated with each non-pivot gene of the schema defining 
t,he family. When the family entry is first established 
in the FT, each of the elements in the compatibility 
vectors is set to “True.” Then, as the various mem- 
bers of the family arrive in the population the con- 
straints are checked and each time a value assigned to 
a non-pivot gene is found to be incompatible with the 
pivot gene value of a new arrival belonging to the fam- 
ily the element of the non-pivot, gene’s compatibility 
vector corresponding to the pivot, gene value of a new 
arrival is set to “False.” Thus, if it happens that all 
members of the family enter the population during one 
continuous representation of the family in the popula- 
tion, the compatibility vector for each non-pivot gene 
will indicate which and how many of the values in the 
pivot domain were incompatible with the current, as- 
signment of the corresponding non-pivot gene. If any 
such vector has all of its elements set to “False,” then 
the current value of the corresponding non-pivot, gene 
is not supported by any value in the pivot gene’s do- 
main; thus, the current value of the non-pivot, gene 
may be removed from its domain. 

Pruning gene domains in this opportunistic fashion 

reduces the search space for subsequent evolutionary 
search, since the search space is the cross-product of 
the domains. Of course, if any domain gets pruned to 
the empty set, AGSAP terminates its search since it, 
recognizes that, the overall search space is also empty. 
Finally, it is important to note that this opportunistic 
pruning comes at no extra cost in terms of evaluations 
or constraint checks. 

Path Revision in AGSAP: AGSAP’s approach 
to path revision can be understood by referring to the 
presentation of path revision given earlier in terms of 
three objects F, G and H. If all members of a family 
have entered the population during one continuous rep- 
resentation of the family in the population, each pair 
of non-pivot genes F and G that, are connected to the 
pivot, gene H by constraints C,( F, H) and Cn(G, H) 
have their compatibility vectors checked, provided the 
pair of genes are also connected to one another by a 
constraint, Cl(F) G). If, when the pair of compatibility 
vectors for (F, G) are compared, no pair of correspond- 
ing entries are both True, this means that there is no 
member of H’s domain which is simultaneously consis- 
tent with the current assignments of F and G. Thus, 
that, pair of values may be removed from constraint 
Cl(F, G), if present. 

TJsing opportunistic path revision does not reduce 
the size of the search space but, as we saw earlier, path 
revision creates favorable conditions for opportunistic 
arc revision to do so. However, it is possible for oppor- 
tunistic path revision to detect inconsistent networks. 
AGSAP will terminate its search if by using oppor- 
tunistic path revision all the tuples of a constraint are 
removed. Like opportunistic arc revision, opportunis- 
tic path revision comes at no extra cost. 

The Test Suite 
Each of the randomly generated CSPs used to test 
IDM, AGS, AGSA and AGSAP can be viewed as a 
triple (la, d, i?) where n is a randomly selected value 
within the interval lo..20 and represents the number 
of objects in the CSP as well as the domain size. For 
each of those objects, d is the network density and ? 
is the average constraint, tightness; values for d and 
? are taken from the set {0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9}. Since 
there are five values that can be assigned to d and T, 
25 (a,?) classes of randomly generated CSPs can be 
created. For each of these (d,i) classes a total of 30 
instances were randomly generated, making a total of 
750 randomly generated CSPs. 

esults and Conclusions 
We compared AGSAP (a) with the IDM hill-climbing 
algorithm from the literature and, to measure the dif- 
fering effects of arc and path revision, (b) with the 
hybrid algorithm AGS that! does not do any consis- 
tency processing as well as (c) with AGSA, which sits 
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between AGS and AGSAP because it does arc revision 
but no path revision. Figure 1 shows the performance 
of these four algorithms on the set of randomly gen- 
erated CSPs. The results are organized into a matrix 
where each location in the matrix corresponds to a 
specific pair of values for density and average tight- 
ness. Each location of the matrix contains results for 
the four algorithms which show the first, second and 
third quartiles of the number of evaluations each al- 
gorithm performed when run 100 times on each of t#he 
30 instances of that particular class of CSP, making 
3000 runs for each problem class. Also recorded is the 
percentage of the runs on which an algorithm found 
a solution. If this entry for a particular algorithm is 
blank it means that the algorithm solved 100% of the 
exemplification CSPs in that class. Each run of an al- 
gorithm was allowed a maximum of 50,000 evaluations 
to find a solution. If a run exceeded this amount, it, was 
terminated and recorded as failing to find a solution. 

In selecting the best performing algorithm for each 
class of CSP we first compared the percentage of the 
3000 runs on which a solution was found and selected 
the algorithm with the highest percentage. To break 
any ties we selected the algorithm that, performed the 
fewest evaluations at the second quartile. If there was 
still a tie then we selected the algorithm t,hat performed 
the fewest evaluations at the third quartile, and if they 
were still tied we compared their first quartile perfor- 
mance. The best algorithm for each class of problem 
has its results printed in boldface in Figure 1. 

In Figure 1, AGSAP has the best performance on 
11 of the 25 classes, AGSA and IDM have the best 
performance on six classes each and AGS has the best 
performance on two classes. Figure 1 shows that AGS 
outperforms IDM on all classes except for (d > 0.1, i = 
0.1) and (d = 0.1, 7 = 0.3). As 7 increases the differ- 
ence in the performance of AGS and IDM becomes 
more dramatic. 

When one compares the performances of AGS and 
AGSA, one can see the impact that opportunistic arc 
revision has on hybrid evolutionary search. Notice 
that, as the density and tightness are increased beyond 
(d = 0.1, f = 0.7), AGSA outperforms AGS. This is 
because AGS has no mechanism with which to detect, 
when a CSP has no consistent solution. Also notice 
that there are several classes where AGSA was a.ble 
to conclude that around 99% of the runs involved arc 
inconsistent CSPs and did so after a relatively small 
number of evaluations, while AGS (and IDM) used 
their entire budgets of 50000 evaluations on each run 
without learning anything. 

When one compares the performances of AGSA and 
AGSAP one can see the impact that opportunistic 
arc and path revision have on hybrid evolutionary 
search. Notice that as the density is increased be- 
yond (d = 0.1, z = 0.7) that the difference in the 
peformances of AGSA and AGSAP becomes increas- 
ingly more pronounced in favor of AGSAP. Also notice 

tha.t, on the classes of CSPs with the highest tightness 
(7 = 0.9), AGSAP fi n d s a solution 100% of the time, 
except for the class (d = 0.1, T = 0.9) where it, finds a 
solution 99.6% of the time. 

, 

Upon closer inspection, one can see that AGSA 
marginally outperforms AGSAP on the following 
classes: (d = 0.1, ? = 0.5), (d = 0.1, i = 0.7)) (d = 
0.3, i = 0.3), (d = 0.7, i = 0.3)) (d = 0.7, T = 0.5>, 
(d = 0.9, 7 = O.l), (d = 0.9, i = 0.5). For the classes of 
CSPs where opport8unistic path revision does not play 
a major role in simplifying ClSPs ((d 2 0.1, i = 0.5) 
and (d = 0.1, ‘i = 0.7)) AGSAP has no significant, ad- 
vantage over AGSA. Since, these two algorithms are 
stochastic and almost identical (with the exception of 
opportunistic path revision) the results are not unex- 
pected. However, for those classes with higher averages 
of constraint, tightness ((d 2 0.3, i: > 0.7)), where op- 
portunistic path revision can play animportant role in 
simplifying a CSP we begin to see the performance of 
AGSAP distance itself from the performance of AGSA. 

Figure 1 suggests that, using interleaved opportunis- 
tic arc and path revision can help solve some exempli- 
fication CSPs with higher averages of constraint tight- 
ness. In Figure 1, the most difficult CSPs seem to be 
in the classes (d 2 0.7, T = 0.5). These classes lay well 
within Smith’s “mushy region” (Smith 1994) and rep- 
resent a phase transition (Cheeseman 1991) between 
classes of exemplification CSPs based on networks with 
non-empty intents and those based on networks with 
empty intentIs. 

Ongoing Wwk 
Our ongoing work involves providing hybrid EAs with 
other beneficial aspects of systema.tic search and pro- 
viding systemat#ic search techniques with beneficial as- 
pe& discovered by hybridizing evolutionary search. 
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0.5 10.0 16.0 24.0 
10.0 16.0 24.0 
7.0 13.0 21.0 
14.0 21.0 31.0 

0.7 14.0 21.0 31.0 
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10.0 18.0 28.0 
21.0 32.0 45.0 

0.9 21.0 32.0 44.0 
21.0 32.0 44.0 
17.0 30.0 45.0 

Figure 1: Comparison of IDM and the Hybrid EAs 
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